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Van Staal spiral gears
Huge, machined stainless steel spiral-bevel gears 

are used in all Van Staal spin reels. Individually 

cut out of hardened stainless steel, their design 

creates tremendous gear tooth contact between 

the main gear and the pinion. No gear works 

better under load.

Superb new Van Staal fixed spool reel series, called Van Staal VR, featuring fully-machined 6061-T6 waterproof aluminum body, sealed 
and waterproof drag system, spiral-bevel drive gear and pinion, MicroClick™ drag tuning accuracy, solid stainless steel center shaft with, 
titanium nitride coating and it includes kit for bail-less conversion.

Van Staal Braid-Rated Clutch
This extra-large anti-reverse clutch offers 

rock-solid hooksets and the ability to use heavy 

braided lines with unyielding strength.

VR
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Drag knob key supplied with each VM 150 / VM 275

  Code   Model LINE CAPACITY LINE CAPACITY GEAR RATIO WEIGHT LINE RETRIEVE Ball Bearings 
      MONO BRAID

  0682 150  Van Staal VM150 right/left 350 yds / 30 lb 285  yds / 12 lb 4.9:1 633 g 84 cm 6
  0983 055  Spare Spool VM150

  0682 275  Van Staal VM275 right/left 425 yds / 25 lb 400 yds / 80 lb 4.4:1 840 g  106 cm 8
  0983 056  Spare Spool VM275 

 RRP £ 

 443.95
 54.95

 543.95
 106.95

VM 150/275
Never before has the strength and power of a Van Staal machined reel been offered in such a versatile and affor-
dable option. The VM150 features a changeable left- or right-hand retrieve, holds 350 yards of 30-pound braided 
line and can handle up to 30 pounds of drag stopping power. The aluminum and stainless steel construction of the 
VM150 create more than enough strength to tackle big and exotic fish and the precision gears and smooth drag 
performance make it the perfect go-to reel from boat or from shore.

New size: At last, we can present the big brother to the VM150. The entire reel concept is designed around extre-
me performance data. 106 cm of line retrieval per handle turn (gear ratio 4.44 :1) makes the reel an ideal partner, 
even for speed-jigging. 7 ball bearings and 1 needle bearing provide incomparably smooth gears for a reel in this 
segment. The weight of just 837 grams is also absolutely right for an all-metal reel. In addition, the multi-stack 
carbon drag generates pressures of up to more than 45lb, which tends to push the angler to his limits in practice 
rather than the reel.

 Code   LINE CAPACITY LINE CAPACITY GEAR RATIO WEIGHT LINE RETRIEVE Ball Bearings
    MONO BRAID

0610 125  Van Staal VR125 310 m / 0.22 mm 400 yds / 20 lbs 4.8:1 448 g 80 cm 13
0983 016  Spare Spool VR125
0610 150  Van Staal VR150 330 m / 0.25 mm 440 yds / 30 lbs 4.8:1 453 g 87 cm 13
0983 017  Spare Spool VR150
0610 175  Van Staal VR175 330 m / 0.30 mm 530 yds / 30 lbs 4.8:1 468 g 95 cm 13
0983 018  Spare Spool VR175
0610 200  Van Staal VR200 365 m / 0.30 mm 500 yds / 40 lbs 4.8:1 482 g 102 cm 13
0983 019  Spare Spool VR200       
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No rust, no wear. Corrosion-free in the worst saltwater conditions. Van Staal pliers are built to perform and 

built to last. FP7000 and FP6000 pliers are titanium making each pair remarkably lightweight and extremely 

strong. The spring-loaded ergonomic handles and unique line-cutter with replaceable tungsten cutters and 

anvils are features you won’t find on ordinary fishing pliers.

VAN STAAL PLIERS

Quality sheaths and lanyards 

help you keep your Van 

Staal pliers secure and quickly 

available.

®

 
Titanium

 
Titanium

Van Staal pliers feature 

replaceable tungsten cutters 

designed specifically to cut 

both monofilament and tough 

braided lines with ease. No 

other pliers are built this 

solidly, or cut this cleanly.

 Code Model Construction

 6405 002 Van Staal Plier 15.0 cm, FP6000 Titanium
 6405 003 Van Staal Plier 17.5 cm, FP7000 Titanium
Pliers include lanyard and sheath.

 RRP £

 328.95
 328.95
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